HELENA VIGILANTE RUNNERS EXTENDS A SINCERE THANK YOU TO THE FOLLOWING SPONSORS AND VOLUNTEERS FOR MAKING THE 24TH ANNUAL MONTANA CUP CROSS COUNTRY RACE AN OUTSTANDING SUCCESS!

FOOD & BEVERAGE SPONSORS:
- Bagel Company (Kevin Schulte)
- Lewis & Clark Brewing Co. (Max Pigman)
- McDonald’s (Heather Eberson)
- Starbucks (Brittany Cortez)
- Van’s Thriftway (Paula Vander Jagt)

IN-KIND SPONSORS:
- JET Announcing (Jeff & Lila Thomas)
- Competitive Timing (Matthew Smeltzer)
- Runner’s Edge (Anders & Meg Brooker)
- Wolf Creek Quick Response (Stacy Schmidt)

VOLUNTEERS:
- Michael Chapman, John Smith (Photography)
- Sandy Knuth (Photography, Course Guard, Food Captain)
- Angela & Owen Brown (Parking Coordinators & Gear Transport)
- Mark Hurlbut (Gear Transport)
- Samsara Duffey (Incident Commander)
- Chris Beskid, Darla & Tim Fitzpatrick (Registration)
- Leah Tietz (Course Guard, Gear Transport)
- Jess Clarke, Chris Colberg, Russ Sheffield (Hunter-Gatherers)
- Blair Krumm (Course Guard)
- Mark Schoenfeld, Shawn Pennartz (Lead Cyclists)
- Carson Zindell, Drew Zindell (Sweep & Course Breakdown)

Site Sponsor: Sieben Ranch Co. (John & Cathy Baucus)
Fiscal Sponsor: Blue Cross / Blue Shield (John Doran)

2015 Montana Cup Committee
Julie Ackerlund, Sean Connolly, Aubrey Curtis, Elaine Dahl, Mike Fanning, Bryan Flynn, Debbie Gibson, Joel Harris, Nick Hill, Pat Judge, Erik Makus, Kathleen McElwain, Mandy McGowan, Bill Peterson, Raz Rasmussen, Ann Seifert, Rebecca Shaw, Jeff Thomas, Lila Thomas, Sarah Urban, Mary Van Gilder, Jesse Zentz

And Congrats to the Helena Men’s Team for Winning the Masters Cup!
Go Blue!